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Abstract

Terrain navigation is an application where inference be�
tween conceptually di�erent sensors is performed re�
cursively on�line� In this work the Bayesian framework
of statistical inference is applied to this recursive esti�
mation problem� Three algorithms for approximative
Bayesian estimation are evaluated in simulations� one
deterministic algorithm and two stochastic� The deter�
ministic method solve the Bayesian inference problem
by numerical integration while the stochastic methods
simulate several candidate solutions and evaluates the
integral by averaging between these candidates� Simu�
lations show that all three algorithms are e�cient and
approximately reach the Cram	er�Rao bound� However�
the stochastic methods are sensitive to outliers and the
deterministic method has the limitation of being hard
to implement in higher dimensions�

� Introduction

The Bayesian methods have had a renaissance in sig�
nal processing due to many new and rediscovered algo�
rithms that promises approximative but tractable so�
lutions to high dimensional estimation problems 
���
The increase of computer processing power has also
made older algorithms feasible for implementation� In
this work we investigate the performance of some algo�
rithms for Bayesian inference applied to terrain navi�
gation�

Terrain navigation is a technique for autonomous air�
craft navigation used extensively as the main or com�
plementary navigation system in military crafts and
missiles� Measurements from di�erent navigation sen�
sors are fused together and compared with a digital
reference terrain map in order to generate a position
estimate� The fusion process can be seen as a statisti�
cal inference problem and a sequential nonlinear esti�
mation problem must be solved on�line in real time�

In the next section Bayesian inference based on sequen�

tial information processing for on�line estimation is re�
viewed� In Section  the basic principles of terrain nav�
igation are explained and the conceptual Bayesian solu�
tion given� Section � lists three algorithms for Bayesian
terrain navigation which are evaluated in simulations
displayed in Section �� The paper is concluded by some
remarks on the experience gained during the project�

� Sequential Bayesian Estimation

Consider a hidden Markovian process fxtgt�N where
xt � Rn has known transition kernel p�xt�� j xt�� We
are interested in estimating this process based on the
observations fytgt�N where yt � R

p is conditionally
white given the state xt and has known conditional
distribution p�yt j xt��

Let capital letters denote the complete history of the
processes Xt � fxigti�� and Yt � fyigti��� In a
Bayesian context all relevant information about the
process fxtg at time t is condensed in the posterior dis�
tribution p�Xt j Yt�� In sequential Bayesian estimation
we are interested in determining recursively in time any
of its marginals� usually the �lter density p�xt j Yt��

Assume that p�xt j Yt��� is known� using Bayes rule
and recursively conditioning only on the last element
in the set Yt we get

p�xt j Yt� � p�yt j xt�p�xt j Yt���
p�yt j Yt��� ���

where the denominator is a normalization factor

p�yt j Yt��� �
Z

p�yt j xt�p�xt j Yt��� dxt�

Using the Markovian property of the process fxtg

p�xt�� j Yt� �
Z

p�xt�� j xt�p�xt j Yt� dxt� ���

the expressions ��� and ��� de�ne a recursive formula
for the Bayesian solution to the �ltering problem given
some prior distribution p�x� j Y��� � p�x���



The �lter density completely describes the characteris�
tics of the states given the collected observations� For
practical reasons a point estimate of the state is desir�
able� Introduce some cost function L�x�t � xt� that pe�
nalizes any given state candidate x�t di�erent from the
true state xt� A Bayesian estimator minimizes the pos�
terior expected cost given the collected measurements�

�xt � argmin
x�
t

Z
L�x�t � xt�p�xt j Yt� dxt�

Two common choices of penalty function L��� �� result
in explicit expressions for the Bayesian estimate�

MMSE The minimum mean square error estimate
where L�x�t � xt� � �xt � x�t �

TQ�xt � x�t � for any
positive de�nite matrix Q yields

�xMMSE
t �

Z
xtp�xt j Yt� dxt�

For obvious reasons� this estimate is also labeled
the conditional mean�

MAP The maximum a posteriori estimate with the
��� penalty function L�x�t � xt� � Ifkx�

t
�xtk��g

where as � � �� we obtain

�xMAP
t � argmax

xt
p�xt j Yt��

In the simulations presented in Section � the MMSE
estimate is used�

In spite of the appealing unifying framework of
Bayesian estimation the number of applications in
statistics� data analysis and statistical signal process�
ing is limited� This stems from the fact that Bayesian
inference can only be performed analytically in very
rare cases� As seen above Bayesian estimation involves
integration and�or optimization over often very com�
plex and multidimensional functions� Only when these
integrals and�or optimizations have explicit analytical
solutions can the Bayesian inference be implemented
exactly� Except for the linear Gaussian case almost no
explicit solutions exist�

Thus� in almost all cases of nonlinear Bayesian esti�
mation approximations are inevitable and all practical
algorithms seek to solve the Bayesian inference with as
little error as possible� The aim of the practical al�
gorithm is twofold� �rst to approximate as closely as
possible the posterior �lter density p�xt j Yt� and sec�
ond to update this approximation with time and with
each new measurement yt� It is the latter requirement
that makes sequential estimation somewhat more com�
plicated than regular inference� The algorithms can
usually be put in either of the two classes stochastic�
or simulation based methods� and deterministic meth�
ods based on numerical integration�

��� Simulation Based Methods
The key idea in simulation based methods is to generate
N i�i�d� candidate state vectors fxitgNi�� according to
the posterior distribution p�xt j Yt�� If this can be
done recursively in time then any integral

I�f�
�
� E �f�xt� j Yt� �

Z
f�xt�p�xt j Yt� dxt

can be estimated by the sum

IN �
�

N

NX
i��

f�xit��

Applying the strong law of large numbers this estimate
will converge IN � I�f� almost surely as N � ��
Moreover� assuming that

��f
N

�
�

�

N
E
�
�f�xt��Ef�xt��

� j Yt
�
��

the central limit theorem gives convergence in distribu�
tion to an asymptotically normal approximation error

p
N �IN � I�f��� N ��� ��f � as N ���

See 
�� for formal assumptions and proofs of these con�
vergence statements� Note that no explicit dimension
dependence appears in the convergence expressions so
that N does not necessarily have to increase drastically
with the dimension of the space� However� the number
N might still have to be very large in practical cases�

If the MAP estimate is considered� the maximiza�
tion can be performed among the N candidate vec�
tors fxitgNi��� The rationale behind this being that
the candidate vectors are drawn from p�xt j Yt� and
thus should be concentrated in areas of high probabil�
ity around the maximum of the �lter density�

Comprehensive reviews over simulation based methods
in Bayesian statistics can be found in 
�� ��� Two algo�
rithms using the recursive simulation method are ap�
plied to terrain navigation in Section ��

��� Numerical Integration
The numerical integration procedures directly attacks
the problem of evaluating the integrals in the Bayesian
solution using quadrature formulas

Z
f�xt�p�xt j Yt� dxt �

NX
i��

�if�x
i
t�p�x

i
t j Yt��

Usually the nodes xit are chosen in a uniform mesh over
the state space using the quadrature weights �i � �n

where � is the mesh resolution� Naturally� as � � �
the approximation converges to the true value of the
integral assuming that f��� is reasonably smooth such
that the integral exist �nitely� A simple analysis 
��



shows that using a uniform mesh the relative error is
of order O�N���n�� thus in order to keep a �xed rel�
ative accuracy the number of grid points grows expo�
nentially with the dimension of the state space� This
fact is known as the curse of dimensionality and has
a profound e�ect on the ability to apply numerical in�
tegration in higher dimensional spaces� However� in
low dimensional spaces or with an adaptive choice of
grid node positions this exponential growth of N can
be attenuated�

Early work on numerical integration methods for recur�
sive estimation was performed by Bucy and Senne 
�
and later extended by Kramer and Sorenson 
��� Sec�
tion � presents a numerical integration method with
adaptive grid applied to terrain navigation�

� Terrain Navigation

Navigation systems in modern aircraft are subject to
high demands on reliability and accuracy� Therefore�
modern navigation systems determine the position of
the aircraft using information from several� partly re�
dundant� sources� Such integrated navigation systems
are usually con�gured around an Inertial Navigation
System �INS� which is supported by several comple�
mentary sensors� An INS determines the aircraft posi�
tion relative to an initial position by continously mea�
suring the aircraft movement� using accelerometers and
gyroscopes� Due to the dead�reckoning con�guration of
the INS� measurement errors cannot be attenuated� In�
stead� the error in the position estimate from an INS
tend to increase linearly with time�

Terrain navigation is a technique that� like an INS�
autonomously determines the aircraft position� Ter�
rain navigation is an example of an application where
non�standard fusion of sensor data from several di�er�
ent information sources is needed� Consider Figure ��
the aircraft altitude over mean sea�level is determined
by comparing the measurements from a pressure me�
ter with the normal pressure at mean sea�level� The
distance to the ground is measured using a radar al�
timeter� The terrain height over mean sea�level� i�e��
the terrain elevation� is found from the di�erence be�
tween the altitude and the ground clearance� Since the
terrain elevation is a function of longitude and latitude
a digitalized map of the terrain can be used to �nd posi�
tions matching the measured terrain elevation thereby
producing autonomously derived aircraft positions� In
order to eliminate the false position matches several
measurements must be collected and matched with the
terrain database using information about the aircraft
movement between consecutive measurements obtained
from the INS� Since safety and reliability are two im�
portant issues in this application� high demands are put

Altitude Ground clearance

Mean sea�level

Terrain elevation

Figure �� The principle of terrain navigation is to mea�

sure the terrain elevation beneath the aircraft

and compare this measurement with a digital

terrain map�

on the sensor fusion �lter that decides upon an aircraft
position based on information from the pressure sensor�
the radar altimeter� the INS and the digital map� By
modeling the problem in a statistical framework and
applying the Bayesian solution a complete description
of the aircraft position probability distribution given
the collected measurements is obtained� The shape of
this function gives a lot of information about any point
estimate delivered by the system� thereby increasing
the reliability of the total system�

Let the vector xt � R� denote the position of the air�
craft in the map� and yt denote the scalar measured
terrain elevation� The state evolution in time and its re�
lation to the measurements are described by the model

xt�� � xt � ut � vt

yt � h�xt� � et
t � �� �� � � � ��

where h��� is the terrain map� ut is the movement of
the aircraft estimated by the INS� vt is the error drift
in the INS� and et is the measurement noise and error
in the terrain map� The processes fvtg and fetg are
assumed white and independent of each other� they are
also assumed uncorrelated with the state at time t � ��
The Bayesian recursive solution to terrain navigation
is found by inserting �� into ��� and ��� yielding

p�xt j Yt� � ct pet�yt � h�xt��p�xt j Yt���
p�xt�� j Yt� �

Z
pvt�xt�� � xt � ut�p�xt j Yt� dxt

���

where ct is a normalization constant� The recursion is
initiated by the density function of the states at time
t � �� p�x� j y��� � p�x���



� Algorithms

This section summarizes three algorithms for sequential
Bayesian estimation applied to the terrain navigation
problem�

��� The Bootstrap �lter
The Bootstrap �lter 
�� is a simulation based method
for Bayesian estimation where a large set of random
samples of the state vector are used to represent the
conditional density function� On the reception of a
new measurement resampling with replacement is per�
formed from this set where each sample is drawn with
a probability determined by the likelihood of the mea�
surement�

Algorithm � 	Bootstrap �lter

Initialize Simulate xi�� � p�x�� for i � �� � � � � N and let

t � ��

Update Calculate the normalized weights

wi �
pet�yt � h�xi�t ��PN
j�� pet�yt � h�xj�t ��

i � �� � � � � N

and determine the estimate �xt �
PN

i�� wix
i�
t �

Resample Let fwig de�ne a discrete distribution over

fxi�t gNi�� and resample with replacement N times

from this set to generate the new set of samples

fxjtgNj�� where Pr�xjt � xi�t � � wi for any j�

Predict Generate vit � p�vt� for i � �� � � � � N and com�

pute

xi�t�� � xit � ut � vit i � �� � � � � N�

Set t �� t� � and continue at the update step�

The simplicity of the algorithm makes it fast and easy
to implement� the main computational burden lies in
the resampling step� A more advanced simulation al�
gorithm is descibed in teh section below where the re�
sampling is performed only when need�

��� Importance Sampling
Ideally one would like to generate N samples fxitgNi��
i�i�d� according to the �lter density recursively in time�
Often this cannot be done but instead one can generate
the samples according to some other distribution 	�xt j
Yt� labeled the importance function� Then the sought
integral can be written

I�f� �

Z
f�xt�

p�xt j Yt�
	�xt j Yt�	�xt j Yt� dxt

and evaluated using the weighted sum

IN �

NX
i��

wi
tf�x

i
t�� wi

t �
p�xit j Yt�
	�xit j Yt�

�

In Bayesian recursive �ltering one works with unnor�
malized densities and the weights are updated recur�
sively in time� Due to the normalization and the recur�
sive update the weights will in general degenerate so
that only a few weights contributes to the sum while
the others are close to zero 
��� Therefore a Bootstrap
resampling is introduced whenever the estimated e�ec�
tive number of samples

�Ne�
�
�

�PN
i�� w

i
t
�

falls below some threshold Nthresh 
��� The importance
function is arbitrary as long as it covers the support
of the �lter density� in this work we use the prior as
importance function in the recursive update� There ex�
ist several enhanced versions of sequential importance
sampling algorithms often these seek to evaluate the
optimal importance function� see 
�� �� for a complete
list� The algorithm for Bayesian prior importance sam�
pling applied to the terrain navigation problem is out�
lined below�

Algorithm � 	Sequential Importance Sampling

Initialize Sample xi� � p�x�� and set wi

�� �
�
N for i �

�� � � � � N � Let t � ��

Update Compute the weights

wi
t �� wi

t��pet�yt � h�xit�� i � �� � � � � N

and normalize the result

wi
t ��

wi
tPN

i�� w
i
t

i � �� � � � � N�

Determine the estimate �xt �
PN

i�� w
i
tx

i
t�

Resample If �Ne� 	 Nthresh resample with replacement

from the set fxitgNi�� where wi
t is the probability

to resample node i�

Predict Generate vit � p�vt� for i � �� � � � � N and com�

pute

xit�� � xit � ut � vit i � �� � � � � N�

Set t �� t�� and repeat at the update step above�

Compared to the Bootstrap �lter� the weights in se�
quential importance sampling are recursively deter�
mined and resampling is only performed when actually
needed�

��� The point�mass �lter
While simulation based methods utilize the model ��
generating a large number of candidate tracks and cal�
culating some probability weight for each track� numer�
ical integration directly attacks the solution ��� seeking



to evaluate the integral numerically and update a de�
scription of the �lter density recursively in time� The
numerical integration method used in this work uses
a simple quadrature formula with constant weights for
evaluating the recursive solution ��� in a uniform grid�

Let fxitgNi�� be points chosen from a uniform mesh with
resolution �� i�e�� xit � f�k � k � Z

�g� Each point
has a corresponding probability mass denoted pit� The
measurement update� normalization and estimate cal�
culation are straightforwardly implemented� Due to
the linear state transition equation in �� the integral
in ��� is a linear convolution� By discretizing the ker�
nel p�vt� using the mesh resolution � the density can be
updated by standard discrete convolution� The num�
ber of grid points will thereby be increased around the
borders of the support of fxitgNi��� To compensate for
this the mesh is adapted after each measurement up�
date by removing all grid points that fall below the
average grid point value by some fraction 
� For more
details on point�mass �lters using adaptive mesh reso�
lution see 
�� ���

Algorithm � 	Point�mass �lter

Initialize Evaluate pi� � p�xi�� for i � �� � � � � N� and set

t � ��

Update Calculate

pit �� pit pet�yt � h�xit�� i � �� � � � � Nt

and normalize pit �� pit�
PNt

j�� p
j
t�
�� Calculate the

estimate �xt �
PNt

i�� p
i
tx

i
t�

Re�ne Remove all points where pit � 
�Nt�
� and cal�

culate the number of remaining grid points Nt�

Predict Evaluate the two dimensional discrete convolu�

tion

pit�� �

NtX
j��

pvt�x
i
t�� � xjt � ut� p

j
t �

�

using the set fxit��gNt��

i�� chosen over the support

of the convolution result� Set t �� t�� and repeat

at the update step above�

The main di�erence between the point�mass �lter and
the two previous simulation based methods is that the
grid is chosen by the user� This has the disadvantage
of more complicated implementation but the advantage
of less sensitivity to outliers� The algorithm is rather
simple to implement in one or two dimensions but in
higher dimensions the implementation complexity be�
comes severe�

� Simulation Evaluation

A commercial terrain map was used to evaluate the
performance of the algorithms� The map covers a part
of central Sweden and is stored in a uniform grid of
�� m spacing�

The algorithms are evaluated in Monte Carlo simula�
tions� the aircraft tracks were generated using Gaus�
sian distributed initial aircraft position and zero mean
Gaussian noises fvtg and fetg� the parameters are
listed in Table �� The simulation tracks are displayed

Initial covariance P� � ����I� m
�

State noise covariance Q � ��I� m
�

Measurement noise covariance R � �� m�

Track length ��� samples
Aircraft velocity 
��� ���T m�sample
Monte Carlo runs ���

Table �� Simulation track parameters�

in Figure � over a contour plot of the commercial map�

Figure �� The ��� simulation tracks over a contour de�

scription of the commercial map�

The importance sampling algorithm used Nthresh �
N�� and the point�mass �lter 
 � ���� and � � ���� m�
The simulation based algorithms are very sensitive to
outliers� the frequency of lost tracks during ��� Monte
Carlo simulations are listed in Table �� The numer�
ical integration point�mass �lter experienced no lost
tracks during the simulations� As mentioned above
safety and reliability are important issues in naviga�
tion� thus the point�mass �lter is to be prefered on this



N Bootstrap Import� Sampl�

��  
��� � �
��� � 
��� � �

Table �� Number of lost tracks during Monte Carlo sim�

ulations�

point� The bootstrap �lter is more robust than the
importance sampling method but the bootstrap �lter
demands much more computations� In the importance
sampling algorithm resampling is only performed dur�
ing some ��� of the iterations and hence the compu�
tational load is approximately one �fth of that of the
bootstrap �lter�

The estimation accuracy increases gradually with in�
creasing number of simulation candidates N in the
stochastic methods� However� above N � ��� the dif�
ference is negligible� The Root Mean Square �RMS�
error of the algorithms are compared in Figure  where

0 50 100 150
0

50

100

150

Bootstrap
Imp� Sampl�
Point�mass
Cram	er�Rao

Figure �� Monte Carlo RMS error and the posterior

Cram�er�Rao bound�

the lost tracks have been removed� Both simulation
based methods used N � ��� samples in the plots
shown in Figure � the point�mass �lter had on the
average � grid points during these simulations� For
comparative reasons the plot also show the posterior
Cram	er�Rao bound 
��� which is a fundamental lower
limit on the RMS error� As seen in the �gure� all three
algorithms approximately reach the lower bound after
an initial convergence phase� Hence� all three approxi�
mative algorithms solve the Bayesian inference problem
with best possible performance�

 Conclusions

Bayesian inference is a general framework for fusion of
sensor measurements that only rarely can be solved an�
alytically� The approximative algorithms evaluated in
this work show that the Bayesian approach can� with
success� be applied to nonlinear recursive estimation�
The numerical integration method shows greater in�
sensitivity to outliers but is very hard to implement in
higher dimensions� e�g�� if one would like to estimate
the aircraft velocity along with its position� The simu�
lation based methods are simple to implement even in
very high dimension but has the disadvantage of loosing
the true aircraft trajectory occasionally� All three al�
gorithms shows e�ectiveness reaching the Cram	er�Rao
lower bound�
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